Influence of column radial heterogeneity on peak fronting in linear chromatography.
Using numerical calculations of elution peak profiles, an explanation of the fronting behavior of elution peaks in linear chromatography was found in certain radial distributions of the mobile phase flow velocity and local bed efficiency. Fronting peaks are observed only if the flow velocity is higher in the wall region than in the center part of the column and the local efficiency is lower near the wall than in the center. By contrast, tailing or symmetrical peaks are observed if only the flow velocity or the local efficiency are radially heterogeneous. The degree of peak fronting increases with increasing amplitude of the radial distributions. The influence of the radial heterogeneity of the flow velocity on the degree of peak fronting is more severe for high than for low efficiency columns. An equation is suggested to correlate peak fronting behavior for columns of different efficiencies and a procedure proposed for the estimation of the radial distributions of the flow velocity and the local efficiency by analyzing some characteristics of asymmetric peaks.